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MESSI’S TIMEPIECE
PURNELL X BALLON  

D’OR 2021

2021  
NX T 
AWARDS
T H E  B E S T  G E A R ,  
V O T E D  B Y  Y O U !

GEAR
POLESTAR 2

DELL XPS DESKTOP
SENNHEISER HD 400 PRO

LUXURY
GUCCI X XBOX SERIES X

MB&F BULGARI LEGACY MACHINE FLYINGT 
HUBLOT X TAKASHI MURAKAMI

TEST
BMW IX3

APPLE IPHONE 13 MINI & 13 PRO
PRISM+ NOMAD ULTRA 4K 16

NXT GURU 
TECH PREDICTIONS FOR 2022

NXT ANGEL
HOHEM ISTEADY Q

NXT CHOICE
PIONEER DJ XDJ-RX3

HOME TECH
NANOLEAF LINES

NXT Magazine is the leading lifestyle consumer electronic title for 

the Singapore market and will focus on how increasingly a�uent 

consumers are changing their lifestyles with a greater a�nity for 

the very best in consumer electronics, luxury tech products and 

emerging trends such as wearables.

Featuring entertaining articles for both male and female readers, 

NXT Magazine is about the user experience and understanding the 

technology behind the world’s favourite gadgets.
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VOTE AND WIN  
A KIOXIA SSD!

ICON
BEYERDYNAMIC PRO X

HOME TECH 
OMNIDESK ASCENT

B&W ZEPPELIN

TEST
MINI ELECTRIC

HUAWEI MATEVIEW GT
JABRA PANACAST 20

FITBIT CHARGE 5
HP ELITEBOOK X360 1040 G8

UPGR ADE 
YOUR 
GAME!
G A M E R  G E A R  F O R  
B E T T E R  G A M E P L A Y

GEAR
INSTAX MINI EVO
NIKON Z9
FIIO FDX LIMITED EDITION
 
NXT ANGEL
UB+ EUPHO S2 ALPHORN
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OCTOBER 2021
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GEAR
LENOVO YOGA SLIM 7 PRO
CANON EOS R3
JABRA ELITE 7 PRO

NXT ANGEL
HOHEMS ISTEADY V2

LUXURY
UWERK UR-100 ELECTRUM 
BALENCIAGA TOOLBOX PHONE CASE
LOUIS VUITTON BIKE PM STEP-THROUGH

P O W E R  S M A R T P HONE S  A ND  P R O  TA B L E T S  F OR  A N Y T H ING
PRO MOBILIT Y!

MEDIUM FORMAT  
FOR EVERYONE

FUJIFILM GFX 50S I I

TEST
LG GRAM 17 

BOWERS & WILKINS PI7 
UB+ EUPHO S2 ALPHORN

CANON POWERSHOT ZOOM

GURU
SMARTEN UP  

YOUR KITCHEN

APPLE IPHONE 13 SERIES
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JULY 2021

G A D G E T  •  G E A R  •  T E C H N O L O G Y

JU
LY 2021

L E V E L  U P  Y O U R  V I D E O  S K I L L S  F O R  
I N S T A G R A M ,  Y O U T U B E ,  A N D  T W I T C H

GURU
MAKING MUSIC  

FROM HOME

LIVESTRE AM!
GET SMART ITALIAN STYLE

VITTA BY BUGATTI

GEAR
BMW IX
HUAWEI MATEVIEW GT
RUARK AUDIO R5 SIGNATURE

NXT ANGEL
FUJIFILM X-S10

TEST
LG C1 OLED 4K
B&O BEOSOUND LEVEL
POLAROID GO

LUXURY
CORUM GOLDEN BRIDGE
SUPREME X SMEG
G-P X ASTON MARTIN



TARGET AUDIENCE:

The NXT Magazine reader wants to find out what’s the best and latest in 

gadgets and gear, without wading through technical jargon.  

The NXT reader is between the age of 28 and 50 with approximately 50% and 

below female, a�uent with a high disposable income. The core NXT reader is 

in their late-20s to early-40s and discerning with his/her spending, conscious  

of brand identity and willing to spend more for premium build quality over 

processor performance, stylish design over  complex technical features.  

PUBLICATION 
DETAILS

CIRCULATION IN PRINT & DIGITAL:

• Total print circulation for Singapore: 12,000 

• Estimated readership: 23,500 

• Total active online users per month for Singapore: 10,000 (Organic numbers) 

Digital edition is available at Magzter.com or download Magzter app from Apple store or Google Play

PUBLICATION DETAILS

• Monthly 

• Total circulation: 12,000 

• Published by Kingsman Media Pte Ltd 

• Printed by Applied Colours Pte Ltd

• Distributed by Singapore Press Holdings Media Ltd



READERSHIPS PROFILE AGE GROUP FOR PRINT FROM NEWSSTANDS IN 2021 

• Both Female and Male readers – 14% female and 86% male 

• Main mass age group 28 to 55 years old 

• 1st core age group 28 to 35 years old (stand 46%) 

• 2nd core age group 36 to 45 years old (stand 28%) 

• 3rd core age group 45 to 50 years old (stand 31%) 

• 4th core age group 50 years old above (stand 17%) 

READERSHIP
PROFILE 

AGE GROUP

READERSHIPS PROFILE AGE GROUP FOR ONLINE FROM GOOGLE ANALYTICS IN 2021 

• Both Female and Male readers – 31.5% female and 68.5% male 

• Main mass age group 18 to 65 years old 

• 1st core age group 18 to 24 years old (stand 17.37%) 

• 2nd core age group 25 to 34 years old (stand 33.12%) 

• 3rd core age group 35 to 44 years old (stand 22.08%) 

• 4th core age group 45 to 54 years old (stand 12,12%) 

• 5th core age group 55 to 64 years old (stand 10.17%) 

• 6th core age group 65 years old above (stand 5.14%) 
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the next day, it is ready to go! The Theragun Mini feels 

smooth and easy to hold. It does not strain my hands or 

wrists even when I hold it for prolonged durations. It also 

has 3 calibrated speeds for di�erent intensities. The Mini 

also comes with the standard ball attachment, where it 

specifically targets large and small muscle groups. The 

impact level of this standard ball attachment is 3/5, as 

stated in their website. 

Theragun App

I find this application very useful as I am a beginner at 

using massage guns. The app gave me step-by-step 

guidance, and which are the problem areas I should 

target to feel the most relief. They even categorized it 

into specific categories. Examples include glutes, abs, 

lower back, and calves. With prolonged use of the app, 

users can personalise their routines. The application will 

deliver and suggest routines suited on users’ behaviours 

and preferences, to help reduce discomfort, stress, and 

tension.

Overall, the experience that the Theragun Mini provided 

was one of the best, if not the best experience I had with a 

massage gun. Given its very intuitive controls and high-

quality massages, it is no doubt that the brand is well-

known in the market. 

S$319 

weareready.sg

enough to relieve all the tension built up on my back. It is 

also great for after a muscle stressing  gym session to 

soothe my sore muscles. It is an unexplainable pleasure to 

be able to relieve the pain. I just slip my Mini into a jacket 

pocket or stow it in my bag for easy access and a quick 

calf or shoulder sweep.

QuietForce Technology

Suddenly whipping out a massage gun in the middle of a 

study room or the school canteen is not common practice. 

However, thanks to this QuietForce technology, I don’t 

have to be embarrassed about the loud sounds that usual 

massage guns produce and enjoy my massage in peace. 

With this technology, I experienced discrete, near-silent 

operation. 

Extended Battery Life and Ergonomic grip

The mini features a 150-minute battery life, which is more 

than enough for me to last up to 2 or 3 days, depending 

on use. I usually charge it the night before school and 

THERAGUN MINI,  
BUT IT PACKS A PUNCH!

A N G E L

As someone who does non-regular but vigorous exercise 

because of my tight schedule, every week I end up with 

very sore muscles as I participate in a variety of di�erent 

exercises, so I  was pleasantly surprised when I had 

the opportunity to test out the new Theragun Mini, as a 

massage gun was just what I needed.

Treatment anytime, anywhere

The main perk of the Theragun mini is that it is small 

and portable. As it is lightweight, I carry it along with me 

daily to and from work or school easily in its soft case. The 

Mini adapted Theragun’s new proprietary brushless motor 

to their most compact design ever, and strikes a never-

before-seen balance between power and size, making it a 

convenient option for getting Theragun quality relief while 

on-the-go.

Due to long hours spent on the computer, I su�er from 

bouts of lower back pain which really reduces the quality 

of my work. Using the Mini, though it is small, it is strong 

Clarissa takes the Theragun Mini for some massage treatment on the go
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FOLD IT 
AGAIN

Samsung’s new Fold3 now has S Pen 
functionality and better pricing

#1G E R
SAMSUNG GALAXY Z  

FOLD3 & GALAXY Z FLIP3

W
ith the new Samsung Galaxy Z Fold3 5G and Galaxy Z Flip3 5G, 
Samsung is the first brand to release its fourth generation of 
foldable devices, and while both premium devices now boast 
better durability and functionality, they also mark a shift down 

in prices, bringing them close to Samsung’s mainstream Galaxy S, 
especially as it is possible that the Galaxy Note series has now been 
discontinued, and replaced by the Galaxy Z Fold.

Both the Galaxy Z Fold3 5G and Galaxy Z Flip3 5G come with Samsung’s 
new Armor Aluminium frame and Corning Gorilla Glass Victus to protect 
these devices from accidental drops and scratches, while IPX8 water 
resistance means they’ll easily handle an accidental drop into a 1.5m pool. 
Screen durability has also been upgraded with the use of a new stretchable 
PET protective film. Both new Galaxy Z devices are 5G enabled as they use 
Qualcomm’s 5nm Snapdragon 888 SoC.  

With the Galaxy Z Fold3 5G, Samsung has updated this foldable with 
a new 7.6-inch Infinity Flex Display with 120Hz adaptive refresh rate 
that now comes with an under-display selfie camera, so that when the 
camera is not in use, it’s ‘hidden’ under a ‘pixel patch’ to make it less 
obtrusive. S Pen functionality has also been added, though you need 
to use a specific S Pen Fold Edition or S Pen Pro that have specifically 
engineered retractable Pro tips for use on the Galaxy Z Fold3’s main 
screen. The main UI has also been improved for multitasking, with a 
new Taskbar to quickly switch between apps.

The Galaxy Z Fold3’s Cover Screen retains its 6.2-inch size, but now comes 
with a 120Hz refresh rate and Gorilla Glass Victus, which also protects the 
camera module, which uses the same sensors as the Galaxy Z Fold2.

For the Galaxy Z Flip3 5G, Samsung has added new colours plus a new 
ring grip and strap cases, while the Cover Screen is now 1.9-inch, four 
times larger than its predecessor, so you can actually view messages 
without having to flip open the device, while new widgets let you check 
your step counter or the weather. The 6.7-inch foldable Dynamic OLED 
screen now comes with 120Hz refresh rate, but the cameras and 
battery remain the same as its predecessor, although Samsung states 
the device is very slightly slimmer. 

Alongside the new Galaxy Z devices, Samsung has also released 
the Galaxy Watch4 and Galaxy Watch 4 Classic, Samsung’s first 
smartwatches powered by Google’s Wear OS, which feature Optical 
Heart Rate, Electrical Heart and Bioelectrical Impedance Analysis, and 
the Galaxy Buds2 ANC earbuds.

Galaxy Z Fold3 5G 
12GB/512GB S$2,548 
12GB/256GB S$2,398 
 
Galaxy Z Flip3 5G 
8GB/256GB S$1,498 
8GB/128GB S$1,398 
 
Galaxy Watch4 Classic from S$548 
Galaxy Watch4 from S$398 
Galaxy Buds2 S$248
www.samsung.com/sg
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LARGER &  
ADVANCED DISPLAY

T
he Apple Watch Series 7 features an always-on 

retina display with more screen area and thinner 

borders. The narrower borders allow the display to 

maximise screen area, while minimally changing the 

dimensions of the watch itself. 

Its design is refined with softer, more rounded corners, and 

the display has a refractive edge that makes full-screen 

watch faces and apps appear to seamlessly connect with the 

curvature of the case. Apple Watch Series 7 also features a 

user interface optimised for the larger display, o�ering greater 

readability and ease of use, along with two unique watch faces 

— Contour and Modular Duo — designed specifically for the 

new device. 

With the improvements to the display, users benefit from 18 

hours of battery life and 33 percent faster charging. The Watch 

is also more durable, with a stronger, crack-resistant front 

A refined design with enhanced durability, faster charging, new aluminium case colours, and watchOS 8
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crystal. It is the first Apple Watch to have an IP6X certification for 

resistance to dust and maintains a WR50 water resistance rating. 

The 7 Series continues to o�er tools for health and wellness, 

including an electrical heart sensor and ECG app, and a Blood 

Oxygen sensor and app. watchOS 8 helps users stay healthy, 

active, and connected through new workout types, the new 

Mindfulness app, innovative accessibility features, greater 

access with Apple Wallet, and more capabilities with the Home 

app, along with enhancements to Messages and the Photos app. 

Lastly, the series introduces five new aluminium case finishes, 

along with a range of new band colours and styles.

TBC due Q4 2021
www.apple.com/sg
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NXT IN GAMES

HADES 
13 August 
XSX, XBO, PS5, PS4

In the ancient Greek myth of Sisyphus, a poor 
soul is doomed to forever push a boulder uphill 
without rest. Each time he’d push it up, it would 
roll back down again and he’d have to start anew. 
But what if that Herculean climb uphill was 
actually combat against a randomised variety of 
enemies as you fight your way out of Hell, with 
a wide range of godly powers that grow and 
combine in interesting ways as you progress? 
And what if, instead of going back to zero, you 
got a little stronger each time with some help 
from a colourful cast of allies and enemies who 
remember each of your attempts? That’s Hades’ 
premise, and the Greek mythology-themed 
rogue-lite that developer Supergiant has built 
around it makes going to Hell a joy. The journey 
of Zagreus, through the labyrinthine Underworld 
toward the freedom of the mortal realm unfolds 
from an isometric perspective as you take on 
hordes of undead that fill the screen with danger 
in every randomly ordered room.

GODFALL
10 August 
PS5, PS4

Godfall‘s story exists as a driving force for 
gameplay. You take the role of Orin, a Valorian 
knight who is fighting against his brother 
Macros, who wants to become a god. After 
he defeats you at the climax of a colossal 
battle between your forces, you must quest 
across the land to increase your power and 
take him on again. Most of the story comes in 
the form of exposition dumps at your base of 
operations in between hacking through levels. 
Godfall‘s emphasis on loot and the loose plot 
is similar to Destiny 2, which reveals the story 
through frequent updates. The game is heavy 
on reflective surfaces and well-placed lighting 
that makes the raytracing e�ects pop nicely. 
On PS5, there’s a performance mode that 
trades fidelity for a better framerate, but even 
then, the game is a looker. Godfall‘s graphics 
are a great example that the subtle addition 
of new e�ects and higher-res textures have a 
more profound impact than one would think.

GHOST OF TSUSHIMA DIRECTOR’S CUT
20 August 
PS5, PS4

Ghost of Tsushima is getting an enhanced 
director’s cut edition for both the PS4 
and PS5 that will include a new island to 
explore and all of the content that has been 
released so far for the original game. The 
new content takes place on the island of 
Iki, and there will be new story content, 
characters, environments, armor, enemies, 
and more. There are even new animals to 
pet. Alongside the additional content, Ghost 
of Tsushima Director’s Cut will also have 
some PS5-exclusive features, such as using 
the haptic feedback and adaptive triggers on 
the DualSense controller. In addition, the PS5 
version of the game will feature lip-synced 
voices for the Japanese voiceover option. 
If you already own Ghost of Tsushima, a 
patch will be available with some of the new 
updates when the director’s cut is available. 
Current owners will also be able to bring their 
save over to the PS5 version.

G A M E S

THE FALCONEER: WARRIOR EDITION
5 August
PS5, PS4, Switch

The Falconeer: Warrior Edition includes a huge number 
of updates and every single DLC pack released since 
its original launch, including The Kraken, The Hunter 
and Atun’s Folly, as well as the upcoming expansion, 
Edge of the World. Further additions also include the 
re-recording of significant voice-over work, and a 
streamlined prologue tutorial. PlayStation 5 owners 
will max out the console in glorious 4K 60fps, whilst 
feeling every shot engage, every missile roar into life. 
Players will also benefit from bespoke haptic feedback 
via the DualSense controller. Once purchased, The 
Falconeer is available to play on both PlayStation 5 
and PlayStation 4, and players will have the ability to 
play across generations at no extra cost. The Edge of 
the World expansion is a significant new expansion for 
the Falconeer featuring additional side quests, map 
locations, a self-contained story, and a myriad of new 
items to add even more depth to The Great Ursee.
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Now in its seventh edition, the FlyingT is back 
with an intense green malachite dial

MADE FOR  
THE LADIES

M
B&F announced the new Legacy Machine 
FlyingT Malachite, featuring a dial plate and 
subdial in the vibrant green gemstone, in an 
18K white gold case set with diamonds. The 

natural bands in the Malachite vary randomly from light 
to dark green. 

As always with gemstones, it has associated virtues: 
among them, good health including protection from 
lightning. During the Middle Ages, it was apparently 
customary to wear it engraved with a figure of the Sun – 
just like the Sun-shaped winding rotor of the FlyingT. 

Powering this new edition, the towering vertical 
structure of the FlyingT automatic movement o�ers 100 

hours of power reserve and is topped by a 60-second 
flying tourbillon. The time is displayed on a tilted subdial 
placed at 7 o’clock visible only to the wearer of the 
watch, underlining the personal nature of the Legacy 
Machine FlyingT.

The Legacy Machine FlyingT is the first-ever Machine 
dedicated to women. The launch versions in 18k white 
gold were joined last year by limited editions in red gold 
and platinum, and then a Lapis Lazuli edition featuring a 
dial in the deep blue stone.

S$192,000
thehourglass.com
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T E S T T E S T

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Speakers 2x 1.5-inch tweeters, 2x 4-inch Bass
Output Power 40W
Frequency Response 38 Hz to 20,000 Hz
Connectivity BT 5.0, BLE, AVRCP V1.6, AptX, AptX LL, SBC, AAC, 3.5mm analogue
Battery Life Up to 20 hours
Dimensions 250mm (sphere)
Weight 2.7 kg

We say:

S$329 
www.ub-plus.com

RATING  ★★★★

U
B+ is a Singapore-based audio 

company that has been making 

speakers for over 15 years, and 

have been launching Bluetooth 

speakers under the UB+ name since 2014. 

Their Eupho series is noted for the 

patented sphere design that has become 

the signature design of the brand, with the 

Eupho S2 Alphorn their newest model.

Form follows function, and the spherical 

design of UB+ Eupho speakers was adopted 

as a result of their development of the 

Orchas super bass system, as it was found 

that the spherical encasement reflects and 

enhances bass performance best.

The Eupho S2 Alphorn arrives in quite a 

compact box that contains the speaker,  

a USB Type-C cable, a silicon base for use 

on tables and it’s wooden tripod stand, 

with each leg assembled from three 

segments, so you have the versatility 

to adjust the speaker’s height to your 

preference. Assembly is quick, and as 

there’s no mechanism to connect the 

speaker to the base or stand, it’s free-

rotating, so you can easily adjust the 

speaker to get it angled perfectly. 

The Eupho S2 Alphorn is basically a shiny 

hard plastic sphere 250mm in diameter 

that weighs 2.7kg, with a detachable 

leather strap so you can easily carry 

it from room to room, and while UB+ 

decided not to include WiFi connectivity 

into this model, it does use a Qualcomm 

Bluetooth audio SoC for Bluetooth 5 

connectivity, which not only enables 

compatibility with SBC, AAC, AptX and 

AptX Low Latency Bluetooth audio codes, 

but also True Wireless, so two Eupho S2 

Alphorn speakers can be paired together 

for wireless stereo sound.

The speaker itself has four drivers, a 1.5-

inch tweeter and 4-inch bass, paired to 

each side, while the central grill is the port 

for the speaker’s bass reflex chamber. 

Total system output is 40W and easily fills 

a living room at half volume, and though 

it can achieve good low bass, vocals are 

still pretty clear, and in particular, enjoyed 

Askjell’s haunting piano composition 

‘Sofia’, which has emotive vocal harmonies 

from Norwegian singers Aurora and iris. 

I’ve actually been reviewing a number 

of mono speakers recently, so was quite 

surprised that the Eupho S2 Alphorn is a 

stereo speaker, with distinct separation 

from both sides, and I tried it with a 

number of di�erent audio sources - 

connected via USB-C to my PC, and using 

both AptX and AAC from smart devices, 

and everything worked seamlessly. UB+ 

also claims that the Eupho S2 Alphorn has 

a 20 hour battery life, and while I tried to 

test this claim, I gave up after 12 hours 

streaming Spotify continuously, as it was 

getting late into the night when I stopped.

I must say that I was impressed with the 

concept and overall performance of the 

Eupho S2 Alphorn - it doesn’t have the 

bells and whistles of a WiFi smart speaker, 

but that would add additional cost for 

marginal utility, and it does deliver good 

sound over BT and has plenty of battery 

life for a reasonably priced speaker that 

you can carry down to place on a table by 

the pool or gym. My only real gripe is the 

basic companion app, which is only useful 

to check battery charge, though I’ve been 

informed that a more comprehensive 

version is being developed.
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SOUND  
A ROUND
Local audio brand UB+ has released the uniquely 

designed Eupho S2 Alphorn BT speaker

EDITOR’S CHOICE
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PIZZA! PIZZA!
For lovers of fresh pizza, Little Caesars 
opens its fifth outlet in Singapore

I
was actually a bit surprised to learn that Little Caesars Pizza has been 

in Singapore since January 2019. The family-owned pizza chain is the 

third largest in America, and has been in existence since 1959, and in 

fact the company’s slogan “Pizza! Pizza!”, made famous from decades of TV 

commercials in the States, alludes to the company’s o�ering of providing two 

pizzas for the price of one, which is still prevalent today. 

Little Caesars Pizza recently opened their fifth Singapore outlet at the SingPost 

Centre, alongside outlets at Funan Mall, Holland Piazza, Junction Nine, and 

Thomson Plaza, and we decided to order out for this issue’s photoshoot, and 

as our photo studio is in Ubi, relatively near to the SingPost Centre, the Little 

Caesars pizza and sides was delivered hot. 

According to Little Caesars, their pizza is crafted with the freshest ingredients, 

with fresh dough made in-house everyday. We ordered the regular pizza crust, 

as well as the option for cheesy Stu�ed Crust (additional S$4.50), and we 

found that as the pizza crust was very palatable, soft and easy bite into, unlike 

some pizza outlets that use frozen pre-made doughs that easily turn out hard 

and rubbery, while the stu�ed crust is filled with soft mozzarella.

The use of 100% soft Mozzarella & Muenster cheese also enhances the flavour 

of the pizza toppings without overpowering you with a strong cheese taste. 

For our delivery order, we chose a la carte, but there are combo deals that 

include drinks and sides that you can order as well, and there are currently 

eight pizzas to choose from. The Slices-N-Stix (S$11.99) a half-and-half pizza 

that combines four Pepperoni slices with 8 cuts of Italian Cheese Stix with 

crazy sauce, and is a pretty good option for those who want to try the classic 

pepperoni pizza and cheese pizza in one pizza. The next three pizzas are 

specialities, with the Large 12” 3 Meat Treat (S$17.49) excellent for carnivores, 

as it’s made from tasty pork pepperoni, Italian sausages and bacon, while 

the Large 12” Ultimate Supreme (S$17.49) combines pork pepperoni, Italian 

sausages with green peppers, onion and mushroom. I also found the Large 

12” BBQ Chicken Pizza (S$17.29) quite interesting as it is more cheese than 

tomato-based, with the pizzeria’s signature BBQ Ranch Sauce topping a blend 

of mozzarella and muenster cheese with soft marinated chicken and onions.

Little Caesars is also pretty well known for its sides, including the crunchy 

Crazy Bread Combo (S$4.30) of crunchy toasted breadsticks sprinkled with 

garlic parmesan cheese, and served with crazy sauce, while for those with 

a sweet tooth, there’s Cinnamon Bites (S$7.40), which come in eight pieces 

topped with cinnamon sugar and served with a chocolate dip. 

Promotions are changed frequently, so please check the Little Caesars 

website for latest updates, outlet locations and opening hours: 

sg.littlecaesars.com/en-sg

For online orders: littlecaesarsdelivery.sg/collections/combos
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NXT IN MOVIES

SPIDER-MAN: NO WAY HOME
16 December

Spider-Man’s (Tom Holland) life and reputation was flipped upside down after 
Mysterio exposed his civilian identity as Spider-Man at the end of the film Spider-
Man: Far From Home (2019), so after many trials and tribulations to his privacy, he 
requests Dr. Stephen Strange to use magic to recover his secret identity, but this 
opens the multiverse, allowing supervillains from other realities to hunt Spider-Man 
down. The stakes rise even higher, pushing him to re-examine what it means to be 
Spider-Man. 

Spider-Man: No Way Home, is the most anticipated Spider-Man film in decades, as it 
essentially begins the main storyline of Phase Four of the Marvel Cinematic Universe, 
which has been hinted in miniseries The Falcon and the Winter Soldier, WandaVision, 
Loki and What If? and leads directly to Doctor Strange in the Multiverse of Madness. 
In the trailer of Spider-Man: No Way Home we already know that Jamie Foxx (as 
Electro), Alfred Molina (as Doctor Octopus), William Dafoe (Green Goblin) Tomas 
Hayden Church (Sandman) and Rhys Ifans (Lizard) return as the villainous characters 
they played in previous Spider-Man films going back to 2002, so there should be 
many other surprises.

SING 2
22 December

Koala with a can-do attitude In the glittering 
entertainment capital of the globe, Buster 
Moon and his all-star ensemble of animal 
performers are preparing to debut a 
stunning stage extravaganza. The only 
catch is that he must locate and persuade 
the world’s most secretive rock star to join 
them. What starts out as Buster’s dream of 
big-time success quickly transforms into 
an emotional reminder of music’s ability to 
heal even the most wounded hearts. Sing 2 
is written and directed by famed returning 
director Garth Jennings, and it includes 
new characters played by Pharrell Williams 
and Letitia Wright from Black Panther.

WEST SIDE STORY
10 December

West Side Story is a remake of the 1957 
Broadway musical about forbidden love and 
the rivalry between the Jets and the Sharks, 
two teen street gangs from di�erent ethnic 
backgrounds. It’s based on a Romeo and Juliet-
style love story set in modern times, with two 
competing New York City gangs fighting on the 
Upper West Side’s streets. When Tony, a former 
Jets member, falls in love with Maria, the sister 
of a Sharks member, the two star-crossed 
lovers meet in secret until a final confrontation 
between the two gangs is planned. There is 
chaos and catastrophe as a result. 

THE KING’S MAN
22 December

One man and his protégé must race against 
time to stop a gathering of history’s biggest 
tyrants and criminal masterminds from 
plotting a war to wipe out millions. The 
King’s Man tells the story of the world’s 
first independent spy service. The movie 
is inspired by the comic book “The Secret 
Service.” The King’s Man is the third film in the 
Kingsman trilogy and serves as a prequel to 
the secret espionage organisation’s origins.
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IT WON’T ALWAYS BE LIKE THIS
Inhaler
16 July 

This is the debut album of the Dublin quintet. 
Elijah Hewson (vocals and guitar), Josh 
Jenkinson (guitar), Robert Keating (bass), and 
Ryan McMahon (drums) have turned their 
early promise into something extraordinary 
with this album, which is brimming with 
indie-rock grooves. Inhaler formed whilst still 
at school in Dublin, bonding over a love of Joy 
Division, The Stone Roses, Kings Of Leon, The 
Strokes, Interpol, The Cure and more. Their 
fervent live show and a run of gripping tunes 
have earned them a devoted following.

SOB ROCK
John Mayer
16 July 

There is such a thing as ‘Sob Rock.’ It was a 
phrase used in the music community from 
the mid 1970s to the mid 1980s to describe 
anything smooth that was being played on 
the radio at the time. “What music makes me 
feel like everything is going to be OK?” Mayer 
wondered as he explained the tune. It’s also 
the music he  listened to as a kid in the 1980s. 
That music has a blanket-like quality to it that 
reminds him of security, which is reflected in 
his new song.

ANYONE HOME?
Montener The Menace
14 July 

Anyone Home? is the eagerly anticipated 
follow-up to ‘I Have a Hidden Hobby,’ and 
it includes 14 fantastic songs. Montener 
confidently demonstrates his enormous 
growth as an artist since his previous album, 
while still preserving his trademark sense 
of humour that fans have come to love and 
appreciate. Throughout, he demonstrates 
incredible variety by being able to touch 
on some di�cult topics like death, mental 
health, and fatherhood while yet maintaining 
his more lighthearted tone.

HAPPIER THAN EVER
Billie Eilish
30 July

‘Happier Than Ever,’ Eilish’s second studio album, will have 16 
songs, including the recent single ‘Lost Cause,’ the stunning ballad 
‘Your Power,’ and previous singles ‘My Future’ and ‘Therefore I Am.’ 
According to a press release, ‘Happier Than Ever’ has “no outside 
composers or producers,” implying that Eilish and her older brother, 
FINNEAS, directed and recorded the whole album. Her debut album 
was also completely under their creative control. She added that 
penning ‘Happier Than Ever’ rekindled her love for music. “I’ve matured 
and gotten so much better in my voice, it’s weird to think about,” she 
remarked. This song is also special as it was recorded in the basement 
of her brother’s house in the midst of the pandemic during quarantine. 
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UPDATE  
YOUR GAME!

Cool upgrades to your rig to enhance your game

T O R YSREVOC T O R YSREVOC

There’s been a number of major advances in video gaming in 2021, and a significant sign of the 
gaming trend going mainstream is by how many ‘gamified’ lifestyle products are now available from 

traditional consumer brands, from Ikea chairs to Bang & Olufsen headphones. 

So if you want to level up your gaming rig for the new year, here’s what we recommend!

Gamer girl Inès Lavigne may only be 18 years old this year, 
but the multi-talented part-time model has already made 
an impact, recently releasing a music single ‘Looking For 
You’ - a duet with singer-songwriter and producer Caspar 
Eichelberger, where Inès also co-wrote the lyrics. When not 
studying Communications and Media Management, Inès 
can be found at the beach, wakeboarding, or TikToking, 
where four of her clips have garnered over a million views 
each. And yes, the young lady games, and intends to start a 
Twitch channel.  
TikTok: @inesslavigne
 
‘Looking For You’ is a song that centres around the 
feelings of separation, searching for happiness and finding 
someone new and better, a catchy pop song packed with 
raw emotions about love and heartbreak. Inès and Caspar 
appear in the song’s music video, which is now on YouTube. 
Caspar’s music is on Spotify. 
Instagram: @caspar_1.12
 
I actually started my TikTok account as a joke, then two or 
three of my videos went viral, with one hitting over three 
million, and it was one where my friend and I was just 
dancing. So it started to blow up over social media and 
I started getting recognised while out and about. I now 
have 180,000 followers on TikTok, which is not bad for a 
Singaporean, but I don’t take it seriously - my account is 
just about me. 

I’ve been console gaming since I was young. Growing up 
it was always the Xbox 360, but now it’s PS4. From young, 
I was always playing Call of Duty with my brother, so I’ve 
played all the CoD games and even memorised a few 

maps. A few months ago, I got my brother to teach me 
how to play Valorant on his gaming PC and found it quite 
fun, and I’ve been really getting into online gaming since 
then. I like Apex Legends, but right now I’m really addicted 
to Splitgate, which is something like Halo with portals - 
you don’t need a lot of di�erent skill-sets like Valorant or 
Overwatch, and it’s more attacking than defensive, which 
is my kinda gameplay.

I realise that I’ve mainly played FPS shooters since I was 
a kid, but I do like FIFA on my console and World of Tanks, 
which I play on my iPad.

I love RGB bling, I love the rainbow colours that I get while 
playing my brother’s gaming PC, and I’ve been thinking 
about levelling up myself, to get my own gaming rig, 
instead of ‘stealing’ my brother’s and start streaming on 
Twitch. You never know - I might get some endorsements 
from sitting there and make it a career. To be a successful 
streamer on Twitch you need to either be chill, good 
looking or a god-level gamer, and nobody is going to spend 
three hours watching a bad player. 

I’ve played Fortnite on my PS4, but my WiFi network 
isn’t strong in my living room and I’ve been nerfed by lag 
plenty of times during matches! That’s one of the reasons 
why I switched to playing on my brother’s gaming PC - it 
has better connectivity. I’m now considering buying my 
own gaming rig, and I reckon the best way is to Do It 
Yourself, it’s not hard, and my brother will help me by 
recommending components and putting it together!”  

~ Inès Lavigne

 DRESS FROM URBAN REVIVO

 ALL FOOTWEAR CHARLES & KEITH

 TEMPORARY TATTOO - STYLIST OWN

  PRODUCTS:

AFTERSHOCK MAINFRAME PC

AUDEZE PENROSE HEADSET

HUAWEI MATEVIEW GT MONITOR

SECRETLAB TITAN EVO 2021 IN STEALTH NEO CHAIR

OMNIDESK KENSHI DESK 

PHOTOGRAPHY RAYMOND TOH / WWW.VINEYARDPRODUCTION.SG  |  STYLING XINDI SIAU / WWW.XINDISIAU.COM  |  MAKEUP ANGEL GWEE USING TOM FORD BEAUTY
HAIR ANGEL GWEE USING L’ORÉAL PROFESSIONAL PARIS  |  COVER MODEL INÈS LAVIGNE / WWW.TIKTOK.COM/@INESSLAVIGNE 
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SMARTER COOKING

I
If you’re like the NXT Guru, you spent Circuit 

Breaker surfing cooking channels on YouTube 

learning all the little nuances of cooking to create 

your own Sourdough loaf and tiramisu, so for this 

feature, the Guru has donned his apron, sharpened his Japanese 

chef’s knife, and has cooked up something smart for you.

G U R U
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Level up your culinary skills with these smart kitchen appliances



ADVERTISING 
RATES

CREATIVE BUYS
Cover Gate Fold, ROP Gate Fold, Tip in Art Card, loose insert booklet/catalogue, Sampling Tip-on and Polybagged.

SPECIAL FORMATS
Page Takeover (Skin, MPU and Leader) Homepage (other site sections available) price on request 

Advertorial Full Page Colour: $6,000 including concept, editorial and design but excluding third party costs such as photography, 
models and styling

PRINT
NUMBER OF INSERTIONS
DPS (Inside Front Cover Spread)
Contents Page
Full Page (First 30 pages)
Full Page (ROP)
DPS (ROP)
Inside Back Cover
Outside Back Cover

1
$10,000
$6,000
$5,500
$5,000
$8,000
$5,500
$8,500

3
$9,000
$5,400
$4,950
$4,500
$7,200
$4,950
$7,650

6
$8,500
$5,100
$4,675
$4,250
$6,800
$4,675
$7,225

6 & ABOVE
$8,000
$4,800
$4,400
$4,000
$6,400
$4,400
$6,800

DIGITAL
STANDARD FORMAT DISPLAY
960 x 250 IMU - (Masthead)
728 x 90 IMU - (Leaderboard)
300 x 600 IMU - (Double MPU)
300 x 250 - (MPU)

SITE SECTION
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections)
ROS (add 15% for specific pages / sections) 

COST PER THOUSAND ADS
S$100
S$80
S$120
S$60

Agency commission: 15% of gross amount billed payable to advertising agency 
Special group discount: 10% to all advertiser who use 8 or more pages in the publication within a year in Kingsman Media Pte Ltd
All rates quoted are subject to GST



AD SPECS

DIGITAL
LEADERBOARD
Normal size: 728px x 90px
Expanded size: 728px x 350px
Max file size: 39k

MPU
Size: 300px x 250px
Expanded size: 600px x 300px
Max file size: 39k

DOUBLE MPU
Size: 300px x 600px
Max file size: 39k

MASTHEAD
Normal size: 960px x 250px
Max file size: 39k

CREATIVES CAN BE SENT IN THE
FOLLOWING FORMATS:
gif | jpeg | flash | 3rd party tags

TIMELINE
Standard campaigns :
2 days’ notice
Complex campaigns :
5 days’ notice
New creatives test :
7 days’ notice

PLEASE NOTE
Automatic expansion is not permitted;
creatives can be hosted by Kingsman 
Media or by a third party such as: 
doubleclick, mediamind, flashtalking,
mediaplex and others; Kingsman
Media’s AD Server is DFP - Inred tags
are preferred; Flash (swf) files must be
supplied with a click tag and a back up
gif; Video/Audio must be user initiated;
Z-index should not be more than 9,000

PRODUCTION SCHEDULE / TIMELINE 2022
MAIN ISSUE
Publication Date
Ad Material Deadline

JAN
27 Dec 2021
14 Dec 2021  

FEB
25 Jan 2022 
15 Jan 2022 

MAR
25 Feb 2022 
15 Feb 2022 

APR
29 Mar 2022 
16 Mar 2022  

MAY
26 Apr 2022
16 Apr 2022 

JUN
27 May 2022
17 May 2022 

JUL
28 Jun 2022
17 Jun 2022

AUG
26 Jul 2022
16 Jul 2022

SEP
26 Aug 2022
17 Aug 2022

OCT
27 Sep 2022
16 Sep 2022

NOV
28 Oct 2022
16 Oct 2022

DEC
25 Nov 2022
17 Nov 2022

PRINT

DPS
420mm (W) x 284mm (H)

PRODUCTION MATERIAL REQUIREMENTS
Final artwork files (300dpi in CMYK mode) 
shouldbe submitted in PDF Fogra 39L with 
colour bar format with accompanying colour 
proofs. Artwork should include crop mark 
and 5mm bleed on all sides. 

COLOUR REPRODUCTION QUALITY CONTROL
Quality control will always be maintained to
achieve the best colour reproduction quality
possible. However, owing to certain conditions and
limitations in printing, it is not always possible
to achieve a 100% fidelity in colour reproduction.

Full Page
210mm (W) x 284mm (H)

LINE SCREEN
Colour: 175



AD SPECS

DIGITAL
VIDEO SPECIFICATIONS

Video Format: MP4

Audio Codec: AAC-LC
-    Channels: Stereo or Stereo + 5.1
-    Sample rate 96khz or 48khz

Video codec: H.264
-    Progressive scan (no interlacing)
-    High Profile
-    2 consecutive B frames
-    Closed GOP. GOP of half the frame rate.
-    CABAC
-    Variable bitrate. No bitrate limit required,      
      though we o�er recommended bit rates 
      below for reference
-    Chroma subsampling: 4:2:0

Frame rate
-    Common frame rates include: 24, 25, 
      30, 48, 50, 60 frames per second (other 
      frame rates are also acceptable).

Bitrate
Recommended video bitrates for uploads
Type         Video bitrate, standard frame rate (24, 25, 30)
1080p      8 Mbps

Type         Video bitrate, standard frame rate (48, 50, 60)
1080p      12 Mbps

Recommended audio bitrates for uploads
Type         Audio Bitrate
Mono        128 kbps
Stereo     384 kbps
5.1             512 kbps

Resolution and aspect ratio
-    16:9 aspect ratio
-    1080p: 1920x1080



CONTACTS

FOR MORE INFORMATION ON EDITORIAL AND ADVERTISING, CONTACT:
Email info.nxt@kingsmanmedia.com Tel (65) 6583 7241

FOR BRANDED CONTENT ENQUIRIES AND MEDIA PARTNERSHIPS, CONTACT:
Publisher lawrence.leong@kingsmanmedia.com

KINGSMAN MEDIA PTE LTD
410 North Bridge Road , #01-01 SPACES City Hall , Singapore 188726

Tel: (65) 6583 7241 www.kingsmanmedia.com


